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Light-Driven Electrohydrodynamic Instabilities in Liquid 
Crystals

Yuanyuan Zhan, Albertus P. H. J. Schenning, Dirk J. Broer, Guofu Zhou,* and Danqing Liu*

The induction of electrohydrodynamic instabilities in nematic liquid crystals 
through light illumination are reported. For this purpose, a photochromic 
spiropyran is added to the liquid crystal mixture. When an electrical field is 
applied in the absence of UV light, the homeotropic liquid crystal reorients 
perpendicular to the electrical field driven by its negative dielectric anisotropy. 
Upon exposure to UV light, the nonionic spiropyran isomerizes to the zwitteri-
onic merocyanine form inducing electrohydrodynamic instabilities which turns 
the cell from transparent into highly scattering. The reverse isomerization 
to closed-ring spiropyran form occurs thermally or under visible light, which 
stops the electrohydrodynamic instabilities and the cell becomes transparent 
again. It is demonstrated that the photoionic electrohydrodynamic instabilities 
can be used for light regulation. Local exposure, either to drive the electro-
hydrodynamics or to remove them enables the formation of colored images.
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windows.[4] Such devices are most often 
based on mixtures of polymer and liquid 
crystals.[5] For example, polymer dispersed 
liquid crystals (PDLCs) in which the scat-
tering is based on the refractive index 
mismatch between a phase separated LC 
constituent and a polymer binder in the 
field-off state,[6] while in polymer stabi-
lized liquid crystals (PSLCs), the scattering 
appears in the field-on state and origi-
nates from a combination of polydomain 
formation and a refractive index mis-
match between the LC and a liquid crystal 
poly mer additive.[7] The electro-optical 
performances in both PDLCs and PSLCs 
strongly rely on the delicate control over 
the polymerization process and the choice 
of polymer and liquid crystals is critical.[8,9] 

Polymer-free scattering devices are therefore appealing because 
of their simplicity of fabrication.[10]

In this work, we reevaluate an old principle based on elec-
trohydrodynamic instabilities (EHDI) when an LC is sub-
jected to an electric field. EHDI in LCs was discovered and 
reported already in the 1960s and was initially used to make 
scattering-based displays.[11,12] EHDI requires the coexistence 
of two events, the reorientation of aligned LC and the motion 
of charge carriers under an electric field. Generally, homeo-
tropically aligned LCs with a negative dielectric anisotropy  
are used that realign to a planar orientation.[13] Charge car-
riers are often added to increase the conductivity and thereby 
reduce the switching voltage of the EHDI effect.[14] In the cur-
rent work, we propose to generate the ionic species by light. 
Thereto, we use a photochromic dye to create charge carriers by 
light. Using light as a contactless and remote stimulus would 
enable us to fabricate dual responsive and patterned address-
able colored scattering devices by local exposure.[15,16]

For our experiments, an LC mixture with a negative dielectric 
anisotropy (∆ε = −8.3) was selected. In a first reference experi-
ment, hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) was added 
as electrolyte to study EHDI of the LC mixture. The CTAB-doped 
LC mixture is placed in a cell constructed with two glass plates 
provided with transparent electrodes and homeotropic alignment 
layers. The LC is initially homeotropically aligned (Figure 1a,c)  
and shows a high light transmittance (Figure 1e). When applying 
an external alternating electric (AC) field of 20 Vrms across the 
cell, the initially homeotropically oriented liquid crystals tilt 
90° toward a polydomain planar orientation. Meanwhile, the 
mobile charge carriers start oscillating under the influence of 
the AC field generating chaotic turbulence (Figure 1b,d,). Conse-
quently, the LC strongly scatters light and completely shields the 

Liquid Crystals

1. Introduction

Liquid crystals (LCs) are an interesting class of materials, espe-
cially for the large optical and dielectric anisotropy which forms 
the basis for a number of electro-optical effects.[1] Electrically 
tunable birefringence is used for most liquid crystal displays.[2] 
For example, patterned LC alignment results in switchable 
gratings and optical lenses.[3] Light scattering effects, in which 
transparent and scattering states are modulated through an 
electric field, are presently the basis for the development of a 
variety of applications ranging from reflective displays to smart 
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background (Figure 1f). The EHDI effect stops when the electric 
field is switched off and the initial homeotropic LC orientation 
and highly transparent state reverts immediately within 10 s.

In order to fabricate dual responsive colored scattering 
devices, we added the photochromic 1′,3′-dihydro-1′,3′,3′-
trimethyl-6-nitrospiro[2H-1-benzopyran-2,2′-(2H)-indole], further 
denoted as the spiropyran, instead of CTAB to the LC mixture. 
The spiropyran aligns with the LC host (Figure 2a,d; Table S1 
and Figure S2, Supporting Information).[17] Moreover, it can be 
switched reversibly by UV light from the nonionogenic ring-
closed spiropyran form (SP) to the blue zwitterionic merocyanine 
open form (MC) (Figure S1, Supporting Information). Based on 
this, we can reversibly modulate the scattering and color of the 
LC device by light and electricity. As with the SP-doped sample, 

when applying an external AC field, SP-doped LC is reoriented 
perpendicularly to the electric field line resulting in a planar 
alignment (Figure 2b). Since the alignment layer does not give 
a preferred reorientation direction, a random polydomain tex-
ture is formed which is characterized by point disclinations 
connected by line disclinations. The director describes a com-
plex rotation on its transition from one domain into the other 
which becomes visible when observed between cross polarizers 
in optical microscopy. Since the LC is not homogenously aligned 
in the mono-domain fashion, minor light scattering appears yet 
the sample still exhibits highly optical transparence (Figure 2h). 
When addressed with UV light (λ = 365 nm) at low intensity  
(18 mW cm−2) for 5 s the nonionogenic closed-ring SP form 
converts to the ionic open-ring MC form (the MC conversion is 
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Figure 1. Electrohydrodynamic instability in a CTAB-doped LC mixture. Schematic representation of a) homeotropically aligned LC mixture in a cell 
at 0 Vrms and b) under an alternating electric field of 20 Vrms at 50 Hz showing EHDI. Cross-polarized optical microscopy image showing c) initial 
homeotropic orientated LC at 0 Vrms and d) turbulence patterns formed in the LC at 20 Vrms and 50 Hz. e) The transparent state at 0 Vrms showing the 
flowers placed behind the cell, and f) the light scattering state under 20 Vrms at 50 Hz which hides the flowers. The voltage described in the pictures 
is the root-mean-square voltage. The cell gap is 10 µm.
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given in Figure S3, Supporting Information). Consequently, the 
formed MC oscillates with the electric field which in combination 
with the realigned LCs triggers the EHDI (Figure 2c,f). Hence, 
strong light scattering is observed and the scattering cell shields 
the background (Figure 2i). The light scattered state is also 
colored correlating to the absorption spectrum of the MC isomer 
(Figure S1, Supporting Information). The EHDI and the corre-
sponding light scattering stay for 10 min after switching off the 
UV irradiation (Figure S4, Supporting Information). The trans-
parent state can be formed again by exposing the sample to green 
light at λ = 530 nm which stimulates the back isomerization to 
the SP form. Further switching off the external electric field, the 
LCs matrix recovers to the original homeotropic alignment.

To analyze the light-induced EHDI principle in more detail, 
we investigate first the input voltage and the corresponding 
output current (Figure 3a, Figure S5, Supporting Informa-
tion). Before switching on the EHDI by UV light, a low current 

of 2 µA is measured at 5 Vrms which is comparable with LC mix-
ture without SP.[18] Upon UV exposure, the current increases 
significantly by a factor of 4 as the evidence of the formation of 
charge carriers upon the conversion of SP to the MC isomer. 
Next, we estimate the influence of electric field frequency and 
strength during UV light exposure.[19] Figure 3b shows the 
optimal frequency to trigger the EHDI is 50 Hz. Below this 
value, the MC oscillation increases with frequency and a larger 
turbulence is generated and retained. Above the optimal fre-
quency, the MC oscillation begins to lag behind the oscillation 
field polarity. Consequently, EHDI effect decreases and eventu-
ally disappears. Next, the scattering is characterized by stepwise 
changing the AC voltage from 0 to 30 Vrms at 50 Hz (Figure 3c). 
The scattering was measured at a wavelength of 700 nm to 
avoid the absorption band of MC. Under ambient conditions 
without UV illumination, the sample exhibits a constant high 
optical transmission with increasing voltage. Only when voltage 

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2018, 1707436

Figure 2. Light-induced EHDI. Schematic illustration of a) initial homeotropically aligned SP-doped LC at 0 Vrms. b) LC realigns to random planar 
polydomain under the AC field of 20 Vrms at 50 Hz. c) UV exposure converts SP to MC and initiates EHDI. d–f) The corresponding cross-polarized 
optical microscopic images of (a)–(c), respectively. Photos show that the sample is g) transparent without electric field, h) slightly scattering under 
the electric field, and i) highly opaque when illuminated with UV light. The samples are kept in the laboratory with yellow light to avoid MC to SP back 
reaction. The dotted square highlights the active area of the sample with the dimension of 1 cm × 1 cm. The voltage described in the pictures is root-
mean-square voltage. The cell gap is 9 µm.
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exceeds 30 Vrms, the transmittance of the sample deceases 
slightly. Upon UV illumination, the transmittance drops dra-
matically to 16% at 20 Vrms as the result of the EHDI effect. 
Note that in the experiments, the ultraviolet–visible spectra are 
taken directly after UV illumination.

By alternating the UV and green light exposure, the cell 
can be switched between the scattering and transparent state 
(Figure 3d). When measuring the transmittance at 590 nm 
which is the absorption maximum of MC it can be seen that the 
transmittance in the scattering state is low while it is high in 

the transparent state (Figure S6, Supporting Information). This 
clearly shows that the scattering is caused by the formation of 
MC while in the transparent state the SP form is present. We 
further notice that the sample does not completely recover to 
its initial transmittance after several switching cycles which 
might be ascribed to a small fraction of MC still present after 
green light exposure.[20] It should be noted that the sample can 
fully relax back to the initial state at an elevated temperature. 
When comparing the EHDI effect between samples with pure 
LC, electrolyte CTAB-doped LC and SP-containing LC upon 

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2018, 1707436

Figure 3. Characterization of light-induced EHDI. a) Current generated in the sample before and after EHDI is initiated. b) Influence of frequency on 
the light scattering. c) Voltage-dependent transmittance measured before and after UV light irradiation. d) Six switching cycles under the alternating 
UV and green light irradiation. The applied AC voltage is 20 Vrms at 50 Hz. The time interval between every two cycles is 2 min. e) Comparison of the 
transmittance at 700 nm between samples with pure LC, electrolyte CTAB and SP-doped LC. f) Response kinetics of spiropyran conversion and cor-
responding scattering under UV and green light exposure. The exposure conditions for all experiments are 18 mW cm−2 at 365 nm and 7 mW cm−2 at 
530 nm. The cell gap is 9 µm.
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applying an AC field, the pure LC sample as expected does not 
exhibit EHDI effect (Figure 3e). The light exposed SP–LC and 
CTAB–LC devices show comparable transmittance change sug-
gesting similar EHDI behavior. The transmittance can also be 
adjusted by the AC field strength, as seen in Figure 3c,e. Above 
the threshold voltage, the LC breaks into small domains and 
moderate light scattering is induced. Further increasing the 
voltage generates the chaotic turbulence in LCs and results in 
the maximum light scattering.

In order to quantify the response kinetics, we measured 
the time-resolved transmittance of SP in the LC and the light-
induced scattering by taking ultraviolet–visible spectra at 590 
and 700 nm, respectively. Results are given in Figure 3f. It is 
obvious that the LC light scattering occurs simultaneously 
with the SP to MC conversion without any phase lag. The back 
relaxation from MC to SP and the ceasing of light scattering 
are also synchronized and take 10 min in the dark (Figure S4, 
Supporting Information). The back reaction can be accelerated 
to 20 s by exposing the sample to green light. For reference, 

we performed an identical experiment with SP dissolved in 
tetrahydrofuran as solvent (Figure S7, Supporting Informa-
tion). Results indicate that LCs matrix does not influence the 
isomerization of the photochemical reaction of spiropyran.

In order to demonstrate a light-rewritable patterned scat-
tering device, we performed a mask-wise UV exposure as illus-
trated in Figure 4a–d (Movies S1–S3, Supporting Information). 
The projected flower pattern gives a conversion from trans-
parent to blue and opaque, which is caused by the absorption of 
MC isomer and the EHDI-induced light scattering, respectively. 
The scattering pattern can be erased when addressed with a 
high frequency voltage, for example, 1 kHz (Figure 3b) or by 
switching off the electric field. Both methods remove the EHDI-
induced light scattering while keeping the light-induced MC 
pattern (Figure 4e). The entire pattern can be erased by green 
light converting the colored MC isomer to the SP colorless 
form. The printed pattern can also be erased locally through 
focused green light (Figure 4f). Currently, most e-writer tablets 
provide a global erasing possibility. Based on our technology, we 

Figure 4. Photos show that EHDI can be locally generated and erased. a,b) The blue opaque flower is generated. c,d) The corresponding front view of 
(a) and (b), respectively. e) The blossom is partially erased by focused green light. f) The blue opaque flower turns into transparent when addressed 
with high-frequency voltage or switching off the AC field. g–i) Direct writing on the EHDI background through focused green light. All the samples 
are kept in the laboratory with yellow light to prevent MC to SP back reaction. The electric active area is highlighted by the dotted square. The voltage 
described in the pictures is root-mean-square voltage. The cell provides homeotropic alignment and the cell gap is 9 µm.
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propose a complementary solution to partially erase the display 
while keep the desired information on the display as shown in 
Figure 4f. Besides displaying preprogrammed information, for 
example, by patterned electrodes or by masked exposure, direct 
writing is enabled by using a focused light source (Figure 4g–i). 
In this experiment, the colored EHDI scattering provides the 
background while the focused green light partially erases EHDI 
and leaves information on scattering sample.

In conclusion, we have presented a new approach in initi-
ating electrohydrodynamic instabilities in liquid crystals under 
light illumination. EHDI can be triggered or removed by alter-
nating UV and green light exposure within tens of seconds. 
We especially explore the light scattering effect originated from 
EHDI in which the sample can be modulated from nearly 100% 
transparent state to 16% transmittance. The light scattering 
from EHDI exhibits a strong shielding effect which is pro-
posed to be useful in smart window applications. Using light 
to trigger EHDI provides possibilities to localize light scattering 
by mask-wise exposure or by local writing with a focused beam. 
We anticipate the use of the effect for an information display or 
a smart window in which the messages can be written, stored, 
and erased, either locally or globally. In addition, this technology 
possesses large potential applications, such as the dye-doped 
colored windows, segmented triggered window, and e-paper.

2. Experimental Section
Materials: 1′,3′-Dihydro-1′,3′,3′-trimethyl-6-nitrospiro[2H-1-benzopyran-

2,2′-(2H)-indole] (spiropyran) was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich. 
CTAB was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. LCs with negative dielectric 
anisotropy were obtained from Jiangsu Hecheng Advanced Materials 
Co., Ltd. (HNG30400-200, TN–I = 94 °C, ∆ε = −8.3, ∆n = 0.149). The 
conventional EHDI mixture contains 0.05 wt% CTAB and 99.95 wt% 
LCs. The light-induced EHDI mixture contains 0.3 wt% of spiropyran 
and 99.7 wt% LCs.

Sample Preparation: Commercial cells (S100A090uT80, Instec; and 
XGH3030-10, Guohua Star) were used for experiments. The cells were 
filled with LC mixture at by capillary suction at 120 °C. The samples 
were cooled slowly to 80 °C and held for 2 h to eliminate any thermal 
instability before further cooled down to room temperature.

Sample Characterization: Samples were checked by optical microscope 
equipped with crossed polarizers (Nikon Ci Eclipse). Transmittance of 
the sample was measured by UV–vis–NIR spectrometer (PerkinElmer 
750 and Ocean Optics HR2000+). The alternating electric field with a 
sinusoidal wave function was provided by a function generator (33220A, 
Agilent). The electric signal from the function generator was amplified 
through a high-voltage linear amplifier (F20A, FLC Electronics). 
The output voltage was measured by an oscilloscope (DSOX3032T, 
Keysight). A LED lamp (M365L2 and M530L3-C2, Thorlabs) was used to 
provide monochromatic light.
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